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letters

democratic system functioning on international conflict. It is a pity
Taiwan. There are politiccU that too often simplistic reasoning
campaigns with representatives and superficiality, which appeals to
elected from other parties than the the emotions, many times can be
Kuomintang. The prominance of relied upon to obscure the truth
Yang Kin-hu and Hung Yen-chu which frequently is more difficult to
attest to a healthy pluralism in the grasp. Unfortunately, Hill's Bema has
Chinese government. Hill's biases fail contributed to this.
to indicate this.
Signed:
Hill's reference to alleged
Native Taiwanese: Cherry Hung,
negotiations between Chiang Chung-Yen Huang, Fung-Win Shen,
Ching-kuo and the USSR and Red Pen-Yuan Shih; others: John Wu
China is an irresponsible implication Chang-Ching Cheng, Joseph Hu, Huei
of "fact," to what is in reality a mere Sheng Tung, Chi-ming Tang and
rumor based on unfounded James Waung.
allegation. His entire letter is
composed of statements such as this,
which displays a failure to exercise
Poppe Disagrees
his critical faculties.
To the Editor:
·This is an age when lack of
Pertaining to a statement printed
understanding between peoples is a in Tuesday's Lobo, as one of the
primary factor in creating signatures on the letter from Union

Board members, 1 want to publicly
remove my name from that letter.
No one approached me with the
letter; and I disagree with this rash
approach.
1 believe that our meeting should
be open to the public; it is vital that
we keep such things as open as
possible. However, the letter that
Michael Casey, Terry Toomey and
Eric Nelson submitted to The Lobo
seems to me to have only one
purpose: to inflame the public and
thereby further close any possible
channels of communications
between students and
administration. That letter does not
show an interest in changing Union
management. Rather, it seems to
want to make the entire issue into a
circus.

. Tuition Hike ·
To the Editor:
The New Mexico legislature's
decision to hike out of state tuition
by 25 percent is a catastrophic
mistake.
With this ridiculous hike, the
Terri Poppe
legislature is on a collision course
'It's Getting So You Can't Make An Honest Percentage Any Morel'
with creating a completely isolated
~t'arMb'"ftP.,'Z/tg$W/)'aJZ;'
university.
.
The diverse backgrounds, habits
and styles of non-residents may well
· be diminished next semester. And
UNM will be the less for it.
Inflation is taking its hold on
every person in this country.
Certainly the New Mexico legislature
feels the strain. But since the
legislature's tuition hike will lower
the percentage of out of state
students at UNM, how can the
University expect to gain revenue
with his hike?
Why not attract a larger out of
state population by holding the line
on tuition next semester? The $630
tuition figure (which is three times
what state residents pay) for next
semester will simply be too much for
many non-resident parents and
student to pay.
Rep. John Mershon's (D-Otero)
statement that UNM must increase
its tuition to keep up with all the
states that surround it is false. The
University of Texas charged $200
non-resident tuition for the 1970-71
academic year.
New Mexico's legislature is just
like the other 49 in America. They
place a very small premium on
education. Their $45.2 million
appropriation for the state's
By JERRY NORTON
one year to insure a smooth that the black enlistment rate will
universities is less than the Board of
YAF-FCNS
transition to the volunteer system. increase by only two percent to
Educational Finance (BEF)
President Nixon has asked for a two three percent if its proposals are put
recommended. If the legislature
The fate of the draft for the next year extension while Stennis would
would appropriate more money for several
years will be determined like to see it extended for four years. into effect. Further, even if there
education and less for refurnishing
was more substance to this fear,
soon. The President's authority to
Opposition to a volunteer military what is wrong with individuals
the governor's mansion, maybe there
draft ends June 30. Before that is based largely on four arguments.
wonldn 't have to be such an Congress
deciding of their own volition that
must determine whether
First, claim the opponents, a the armed services offer them the
exorbitant non-resident tuition conscription
is to be extended.
volunteer military simply wouldn't
increase.
Several groups have been gearing attract the necessary men. Yet Gates best life? Evidently Kennedy would
Tom Reichert campaigns aimed at exerting
prefer to choose for them. If a
Commission Director of Research Southern senator opposed the
maximum pressure on Congress to William Meckling pointed out that
replace the draft with a volunteer one and one-fourth million men in volunteer army on this basis he
Taiwanese Reply
military. The groups planned for the armed forces are presently would be called a racist.
To the Editor:
The final argument of those
final pushes in April and May. Sen.
In the Friday, March 19 Bema of John Stennis (D-Miss.) and Rep. F. serving beyond their first term, and against the volunteer military has
The Lobo, we came across a letter Edward Hebert (D-La.), chairmen of are thus unquestionably true little to do with its practicality, yet
written by "William Hill" speaking the respective armed services volunteers. The commission also is a major pro-draft argument. It
for "a Taiwanese in New Mexico." committees, surprised the groups by concluded that
. some 800,000 first contends that a volunteer military
We were deeply shocked and setting up their hearings on the issue term servtcemen were true would be "mercenary" and
perplexed by Hill's statement. We, a almost as soon as the current volunteers. Thus, with the added "professional," and thus evil.
incentives proposed in the Somehow, it is claimed, draft armies
group of Chinese students, would
Congressional session began.
Goldwater - Hatfield bill, there
like to take this opportunity to
The Senate hearings are now should be little difficulty in make it harder for the military to
correct the perspective that was
largely completed. The House, which maintaining armed services of more obtain power in society and for a
presented.
nation to have a warlike foreign
has been slow to organize this than two million men.
Hill stated that our government
policy.
However, a quick look at
session, is about to begin them. The
Second, claim opponents, a history should demonstrate that
does not have the support of the
major bill under consideration is the volunteer military would be too
people of Taiwan. On what ground
Goldwater· Hatfield bill, 392. It expensive. Extensive research by the aggressive wars are usually started by
does Hill base his statement? Being a
calls for implementing the increases Gates Commission showed, howevdr, countries with compulsory service group of native Taiwanese ourselves,
in military salaries and fringe that the cost would be $3.2 billion in North Vietnam, North Korea, fascist
we want to express our vehement
benefits recommended by the the transition years and $2.1 billion Germany and Japan and on back
disagreement. Although Hill might
President's Gates Commission, which once the system was smoothly through the ages. Military coups
speak "for a Taiwanese in New
endorsed a volunteer military.
too have most frequei1tly come in
operating. Weighed against that
Mexico," we are definitely sure that
These increases would attract an should be the decreases that would countries with a draft.
he could by no means speak for
A volunteer military is practical
adequate number of volunteers if the take place in training expenses now
"us," much less the whole people of
draft is ended. These bills would, enormous because of the rapid an~ workable, and can even improve
Taiwan.
among other things, raise first term turnover in military manpower, and natrona! defense by having better
Just like any other country, we
pay by some 50 percent.
an estimated $540 million in taxes trained, more efficient forces with a
have an internal police force for the
The actual question of whether now estimated to be lost because higher morale than the average
maintenance of social order. We were
the draft should be continued, and if men are forced into the military who draftee. Above all, the volunteer
born and "brought up" on Taiwan.
so for how long, will not be could earn (and produce) more in army would end government power
However, we have not experienced
to tell, for two more years or more
determined by these bills. Some the civilian economy.
the slightest inconvenience from the
an
individual where he shall live'
legislators will be voting against any
A third argument, frequently
police. Nor have we sensed the
extension of the draft beyond June offered by Sen. Kennedy, is that the what he shall do and perhaps compel'
existence of a "terror" or other
30. However, even if the Goldwater- volunteer army would be composed him to fight - and die - in a war he
forms of "coercion" that constitute
Hatfield bill passes, many of its primarily of blacks and poor people. does not believe in. The price of a
the techniques of a modern police
supporters will vote for an extensivn That assumpti<9n is false, Gates volunteer military seems well worth
state. In addition, there is a viable
of Presidential authority to draft for Commission economists estimate the restoration of .that measure of
individual freedom.
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Senate Votes!f~'End SST Financing
Nix-on Denounces Move, Project Appears '_Doomed'
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The for the plane next Tuesday, March intensively in behalf of the 1,800
Senate ordered an end to federal 30.
mile-per-hour craft as a boon to the
financing of America's Supersonic
Two hours after the tense Senate sluggish economy and a means of
Transport Plane (SST) by a 51-46 roll call vote, the President issued a preserving American predominance
vote Wednesday. President Nixon brief statement saying the project in worldwide commercial aviation.
denounced the move, and cancellation "represents a severe
While Nixon called the vote "a
government experts said thJ project blow not only to the tens of setback" in general terms, other
appeared doomed.
thousands of workers affected and to government experts were plainly
To Sen. Henry M. Jackson's cry their families, but also to the United pessimistic.
that "the know-nothings are taking States' continued leadership position
''Unless a workable alternative
over," the Senate upheld the House in the aerospace industry."
financing plan is presented - and I
decision last week to deny the $134
Both Jackson and Sen. Warren G. have heard of none at this time- we
million Nixon had requested to keep Magnuson, Democrats from appear to have no alternative but to
the controversial SST development Washington state where the Boeing disband the team of experts which
program alive for the last three Co. is building the SST prototypes, have been carrying on the program
months of the current fiscal year, were grim and silent when Vice and shut down the entire operation,"
ending June 30.
President Spiro T. Agnew read the· said Transportation Secretary John
The one-two punch delivered by results of the showdown vote before A. Volpe.
Congress in the past week thus a hushed, crowded chamber.
William Magruder, project
means that after spending $864
The defeat of the program was a manager for the SST in Volpe's
million toward construction and test stunning rebuff for industry, the department, told newsmen at the
flights of two SST prototypes, the powerful AFL-CIO and for Nixon White House he had sounded out a
government will run out of money personally. All had lobbied number of banking institutions
'Perhaps If We Widened The Wings, Lengthened The Tail, Shortened The Nose ... '
....
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Anderson, Montoya
Help Defeat SST
Sen. Clinton Anderson, fourth on
the Senate roll, opposed further
development of the SST.
He said his voice was swayed on
the basis the SST was a "threat to
the environment" and that he was
not convmced of the economic merit
of the project.
He said the "majority" of his
constituents opposed development
of the plane and sought a
"reordering of national priorities."
New Mexico's junior senator, Sen.
Joseph Montoya also opposed the
measure, saying "significant"
economic and environmental
questions had not been answered by
SST proponents.
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about the possibility of private
financing of the SST.
"I do not see at this time, in the
face of the action of Congress, any
response by the private sector to
keep the SST alive," Magruder said.
He noted he had only six days to
come up with an alternative to the
loss of federal funds.
Magruder said it would cost $334
million in penalties, shutdown costs
and possible lawsuits to cancel the
project. The total initial investment
in the two prototypes, with the
government bearing the burden of
costs, was to have been $1.3 billion.
Nixon said he was determined that
"this vote on the SST will not be a
shift in basic direction" and that the
United States would retain its role of
"staying in the vanguard of scientific
and technological advance."
Even if Congress reverses itself
later and approves Nixon's new
request for a $235 million
installment on the SST in the next
fiscal year starting July 1, Magruder
said it would take at least a decade
to get an American craft into the air.

'
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Sen. Sanchez Pledges Full Investigation

No F em Sports$$ Irks Senate
The ASUNM Senate last night
passed a resolution deploring the
neglect of funding of organized
women's athletics by the UNM
athletic department, and asking
for a committee to investigate the
situation.
Sen. J o Ann Sanchez, the
sponsor of the resolution, said the
problem would be followed
through "appropriate channels,"
including the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Senate last night also allocated
$960 to the Black Studies
Department.
Although supporting the bill,
Sen, John Boudreaux pointed out
Senate is "contributing to
administration neglect of funding
minority studies programs when
we back up the programs. We
constantly take the administration
off the hook."
Senate also allocated $895 to
Las Chicanas. The allocation was
cut in Senate Finance Committee
from $1130.
In other business, Senate set up
an emergency meeting for Friday
at 4 p.m. to consider a proposed
new ASUNM. Constitution. Senate
must approve the constitution
before it can be voted upo11 by
the student body. Elections
Commission Chairman Debbie
Bruns, who drew up the new
constitution, said the measure will
have to be voted on in a special
referendum election no later than

Thursday, March 25, 1971

March 31 because it will effect
voting in the upcoming spring
election.
The resignation of Sen. David
Rigsby was also announced last
night.
During preliminary business,
Senate heard charges by Cipriano
Griego of the newly formed
Committee of Minority Students
to End Racism at UNM that The
Lobo is "unwilling to be bi-lingual
or multi-lingual."
"We Mexicans are no longer a
small minority, we've been
neglected too long and should
have the opportunity to say what
we want to say. When we send a
letter to the editor ii1 Spanish she
refuses to print it without an

English translation. This violates
my right of free speech," Griego
charged.
Griego plans to appear before
Student Publications Board at
their next meeting.
In addition, Senate passed a
measure which would prevent
Senate from spending more than
one-fourth of the funds remaining
in the reserve fund at any one
meeting. To spend money over
that percentage would require a
two-thirds vote by Senate. The
measure also provides that Senate
will leave at least $3000 in the
reserve fund at all times.
Senate also allocated $500 to
Agora and $1400 to the
ASUNM-GSA poetry series.
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Campus Cop Window Broken
A win dow·breuking incident
occuned at the campus police
station March 24 after an
unidentified non-student was
arrested in the Union upon
charges of possession of
marijuana.
0 ffi cer John Seiler of the
campus police made the arrest at
about 2:15 p.m. He said
approximately 15 to 20 persons
"followed me buck to the station
and verbally abused me quite a
bit."
Someone in the crowd

apparently threw a stone through
one of the windows at the front
of the police station, shattering
glass onto a desk, police said.
A screen 011 the window
apparently kept the roek from
hitting the secretary at the desk,
police officials said.
Persons itt the group harassing
the officer were not arrested.
The suspect was placed under
th c· custody of the narcotics
division of the Albuquerque
Police Depa!tment.

Photo hy ChuC'k Feil

Petitioners

Petitions opposing the
construction of the Elk Mountain
Road are being circulated in the
Union this week by the UNM
Chapter of Student for
Environmental Action. Details on
the project appear in today's
Lobo on page seven.

Mississippi State College Board Censors Editor

GSAC J(ills Funding Measure
GSAC declined to pass two bills
that would have funded a
women's coordinating center on
campus and a student "survival
booklet" and passed a measure to
fund the Office of Consumer
Affairs during their Tuesday
meeting in the Union.
The Office of Consumer Affairs
will search for student discounts,
pursue student consumer
grievances, check on contracts and
publish a monthly newsletter.
ASUNM will provide $1,100 of its
budget with the remaining
$127.50 coming from GSA.
The graduate body cited their
dwindling funds and criticized the
lack of a definite program in the
bill as reasons for denying the
women's center.
The proposed Agora survival
booklet would have contained
information on birth control,
abortion, sex, drugs and
academics and would have been
distributed to all students.
Council delegates concluded all
the information is already
available to students from other
sources whim they killed the bill.

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 74
No. 109
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277-4102, 277-4202
New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printi':'g
Plant with second class postage pa1d
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo:
Nothing nCcessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

In other action GSAC tabled a
bill to give $300 to the GSA
I o b by fund for environmental
legislation until the budget
hearings later this semester. The
cabinet report was critical of the
resident requirements for graduate
students saying there "was no
strong reason for the
requirements" and recommending
a review of them.

Board To Study Report
The Union Board will meet in
executive session Friday to
"review the investigating report
2" drawn up by the subcommittee
investigating management of the
Union.
The meeting was called by
acting faculty chairman Don
Schlegel. Monday's board meeting
had been dismissed by Schlegel
after the audience refused to clear
the room after the board voted to
go into executive session.
At that time he said he would
reconvene the board "at a later
date."
Monday, the board was to have
heard the itemized
of
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The Seraphim Trio and the Neo-Classic Jazz Quintet will play a
"supergig" for the benefit of the music scholarship fund Friday
night in Popejoy Hall at 8:15 p.m. Shown above are members of
both groups in combined rehearsal.
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Honoraries Warned 'Be Relevant'
Heady Discusses Attitude Toward Higher Education
Despite numerous academic,
philosophical and cultural changes
on university campuses, the need
to acknowledge excellence in
achievement in higher education
remains, UNM President Ferrel
Heady told the Phi Kappa Phi
members Wednesday night.
But, he warned, the honorary
societies, traditional vehicles for
recognition of academic
achievement, must not cling
rigidly to traditional forms if they
are to continue to contribute
meaningfully to campus life.
Phi Kappa Phi is one of the
older academic honorary societies
on the UNM campus.
Speaking at a meeting in the
Fine Arts Recital Hall, Heady
noted there are indications "the
attitude towards honorary
societies on campus is less
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supportive than it has been in the hierarchy in various forms.
past; there may even be some Because ho noraries recognize
hostility towards them on the part academic achievement at an
of some people."
outstanding level by a relatively
The UNM president listed six few persons, they are considered a
features of the current campus form of elitism.
mood which he said may have an
-The increasing size and
impact on the current diminution heterogeneity of student
of prestige of honoraries.
populations. Heady said as
-''Anti-establishmentarianism: universities have grown rapidly,
a dissatisfaction with the system, they have enrolled large numbers
and honorary societies are of students who are less interested
identified with the campus in and may have a lesser aptitude
establishment."
for academic achievement in its
-Skepticism about the traditional forms.
rationality of man and of the
-A concern for relevance. This
human potential for rationality, often commands the energies of
"Si nee honorary societies are stu dents who otherwise might
associated with the development excel in academic undertakings.
of the power of rational They are more concerned with
thinking . . . they, too, become social and political issues than
suspect."
with attaining a high level in
-A rejection of elitism and academic performance.
' - -_ _ _ ,...,._..
-Educational innovations.
ily Trans-Love to
"Many of the innovations in
Europe
education modify the methods by
which academic achievement is
$218
measured," Heady said. As
Bociilg 707 _first class
examples, he mentioned pass-fail
as opposed to traditional letter
::--:ew York-London
grading, the dropping of "D" and
(round trip)
"F" grades, field work internships
unc-Septem ber
and advanced placement.
Call vVed. & Thurs.
"In a period of rapid change,"
he said, "honorary societies must
2G8-4003
4-6 PM
prove adaptable and devise new
Limited Seating
ways for proper recognition of
those who have demonstrated
TRANS-LOVE
achievements of excellent quality
in higher education."

By PHILIP D. HEARN
STARKVILLE, Miss.
(UPI)-The editor of the student
newspaper at Mississippi State
University didn't have to wait
long for a response when he
printed an obituary last fall on
God.
"Blasphemy," proclaimed a
prominent Baptist preacher in
Jackson.
"Repugnant and unbearable,"
resolved the University's largest
county alumni association.
"When a newspaper ridicules
God and Jesus Christ, that's going
too far," stated Henry Hederman,
a state college board member
whose family publishes the
Jackson newspapers.
That student editor, Grady
"Foots" Thurman, lost his job
this month. The student senate,
declaring he had violated a section
of the student government
constitution calling for The
Reflector to "accurately and
objectively" report the news,
removed him by a vote of 19 to 8,
Thmman filed suit in federal
court to get his job back. He
contended he had been denied
due process of law and his right of
freedom of the press had been
violated. U.S. District Judge
William Keady ruled his court
lacked jurisdiction.
The 21-year-old pre-law student
from Memphis acknowledges that
this leaves him virtually nothing
to turn to. There appears little
prospect of getting the student
leaders to reverse their action, as
it had been taken following a
student referendum that favored
his impeachment.
Until recently The Reflector
rarely caused a stir at MSU, a
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BY APRIL 15th!
By enrolling in the Nationally acclaimed Reading Dynamics Course which
begins now, you will be reading 1000-2000 words per minute by the end of
April. These are the rates of our average graduate. In fact. if you are not reading
at least three times more efficiently by the end of the course, we will give you all
of your tuition back. In addition our average graduate improves his comprehension 5-JSSL
In addition to the reading skills learned, we will teach you the most complete studying and note-taking system given in this part of the country. You
develop this system in your own texts. so homework can be done while learning
this new skill.
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said, was a result of emotions.
"People gene~·ally let you do
what you want and say what you
want as long as you really don't
threaten their basic ideals," he
said. "If you even thin!< about
threatening these things, they
become very defensive."

YOU WILL BE READING

Sebring "'I lair
Design for l'vicn

Engagement Ring Specialists

enough signatures on a petition to
initiate impeachment proceedings
against Thurman. Students voted
2027 to 1489 in a referendum in
favor of impeachment, and the
student sena e implemented the
mandate.
The whole episode, Thurman

Graduate Women

On April 5, 1963, the Soviet
Union accepted a U.S. proposal
for direct communication
between the two heads of
state-the "hot line."

the fish
are really
worth biting.

the editors of all newspapers and
yearbooks at state-supported
schools to submit their copy to
faculty censors before
publication.
However, the Mississippi
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, the
professional journalism society,
termed the order a "gestapo
tactic," and the administrators at
MSU and the University of
Mississippi expressed fear that it
would jeopardize their schools'
academic standing.
Consequently, the college
board rescinded its order. Things
again were quiet for awhile.
Then, in February, The
Reflector published a section on
Negro history, much of it written
by a black staff member, entitled
''Black Man's Burden." It
included the lyrics of a song,
"Colored Spade," from the
Broadway musical "Hair." Those
lyrics included a four-letter word
rarely spoken in polite company,
and The Reflector printed that
word.
"This was the straw that broke
the camel's back," said Charles
Yoste, president of the student
government association, who
urged the student senate to have
Thurman removed.
"If we don't take action we are
going to be in deep trouble," said
Yoste, who maintained that The
Reflector's copy had put William
Giles, the university president, in
bad stead with the college board
and his job was in jeopardy.
Bill Waller, a student senator
whose father is a prospective
candidate for governor, secured

"Problems of Graduate
Women" will be the topic of
discussion at a meeting of women
grad students, March 25, in the
Union, room 250-D at 8 p.m. All
graduate women are invited to
attend.

J

McDonald$

state-supported institution with a
heavy emphasis on engineering
and agriculture.
Then, a year ago when Jana
Peppel;' was its editor, The
Reflector called members of the
state legislature "buffoons" for
refusing to abolish a state law
banning the teaching of evolution.
This touched off the
introduction of a bill in the
legislature to eliminate the
student fees which support The
Reflector. That measure died in
committee and a period of quiet
again set in.
Foots Thurman's troubles
started last November when he
printed an obituary on God by
theologian Keith Richardson-the
same piece carried three years
earlier by _Esquire magazine-in
response to the "God Is Dead"
philosophy that made national
headlines in 1967.
An outcry immediately was
heard across Mississippi, and
Thurman started explaining that
he and the article had been
misunderstood.
He had intended, he said, to
include an editor's note beside the
article explaining that it was
actually a refutation of the "God
Is Dead" theological view. But, he
said, the note was inadvertently
left out until the next issue.
"This is the Bible belt, I know,
and I guess people tend to take
everything to heart," Thurman
said. "But I don't see how you
could read that and not see it was
a parody, a satire."
The state college board, which
controls MSU, promptly ordered

Measures Mileage
Without Drag
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IN THE SUB
Today
S.U.B. Room 253
4:30 p.m. & 7:00 p.m.

come by and see us at our new location

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAlVIICS
EVANS LEARNING CENTERS

301 San Pedro Drive NE

Ph. 265-6761
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U Community Council. Proposed

Roethke: Best Poet Since WW/1

Would Provide Forum /or Student Views
Plans for a "University
Community Council" wel'e
unveiled Monday night by
political science professor Edwin
C. Hoyt of the Governance
Committee at a first-time meeting
of leading faculty members and
UNM student officers.
Some 20 students and faculty
members attended the meeting
which, said Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) Chairman Peter
Prouse, was arranged by FPC "in
an effort to bring about some
improvement of student-faculty
relations."
Hoyt explained the council idea
was conceived in response to a
need for "a regularized procedure
for soliciting student views."
At present, he said, students
who have a problem with their
college or their professors do not

TRADE THIS!

6917 Lomas 1\' .E.
3400 Central S.E.

For Any 15¢ Drink
Wit11 a 79¢ Arby's

have a place to go for help.
Last year, for example, two
rtudents pressed a complaint of
alleged discrimination by English
professor Ernest Baughman from
mid-February until early March
before they could find a group
with jurisdiction in the case.
It was finally heard by the
Student Standards Committee,
which recommended a faculty
investigation, but took no direct
action.
The University Community
Council, said Hoyt, would hear
such grievances and recommend
corrective action. However, he
said, it would not have any actual
authority to discipline anyone.
UNM President Ferrel T. Heady
would be chairman of the council
which would include four
University vice presidents and "a
token member" of staff
representatives, said Hoyt.
Election of equal numbers of
"the most respected and
influential" students and faculty
members would fill out the
council membership to 49, he
said.
While the council is designed to
have broad influence in
decision-making, it would have no
real authority and would not
threaten the faculty's autonomy,
explained Hoyt.
Part of this program would
include creation of a University
ombudsman who would

GSA
PARTY

investigate student complaints and
recommend action for airing such
complaints.
All records of the University,
with the exception of legal and
medical files on personnel, would
be open to the ombudsman, said
Hoyt.
As with the University
Community Council, the
ombudsman would have ."no
power to tell anybody to do
anything," said Wilson Ivins, a
professor of secondary education
who is on the Governance
Committee.
As in Scandinavia, where the
office was originated, the
ombudsman would circumvent
the university bureaucracy. "He
would cut through a lot of red
tape," said Ivins.
'rhe main duty of such an
official, he said, would be making
sure he was available to hear
problems. After investigating the
complaint, he would refer his
clients to the appropriate group
for action.
FOXBORO, Mass. (UPI)-St.
Mark's Episcopal Church
parishioners have been mystified
by a phantom who has struck 38
homes since January.
He strikes at night and leaves a
package tied with a ribbon that
contains a bottle of win, a loaf of
bread and a steak. A typewritten
note is addressed to the
homeowner, signed "With Love
from the St. Mark's phantom."
The Rev. Walter Sobol, rector
of St. Mark's, said he does not
know who the phantom is. But he
said it had jogged some of the
people who didn't attend church
regularly and reminded them "the
church loves them."

. . . a bride idea

e~&~cm

Entertainment & Dancing
Mixed Drinks ................................ 25¢
Beer .............................................. J5¢
All Graduate and Law

When your
love is true,
the symbol
of that
love shall
also be true.

Students Invited
Time: 6:00 · 11:00 p.m.

Parisienne

Place: American Legion Post 49
11005 Central N. E.
Date: Friday, March 26, 1971
2312 Central SE e Opposite Popejoy Hall

New stereo store opening April 5 across from UN M.

~QUIPMENT
Announces the opening of store No. 2
at Cornell and Central.
Watch for the specials on all quality brands.
Buy at either store, pick up ~t the store most convenient to you.
5003 Menaul NE

Open 9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227

Julian Bream

Bream's Lute Music Style
Produces Unique Concert
Julian Bream had me won over
a week before last Thursday's
Popejoy Hall concert - as soon as
I laid eyes on an advance copy of
the program.
I'm a real sucker for the lute
music which made up the first
half of the concert; have been
crazy about Elizabethan and
pre·Elizabethan music since the
first time I heard "Greensleeves"
and watched Robin Hood on TV a
dozen years ago. Give me lutes
and flutes, John Renbourn and
Julian Bream, and I'll show you a
real trip.
It's a personal and intimate
kind of music. While Popejoy Hall
and a couple thousand other
people is not my idea of the
appropriate setting, Bream's
playing nonetheless evoked visions
of a quiet 16th century drawing
room. For me, this music has
always been quite real; and 1 feel
Bream's sensitivity brought it out
of the past for the entire audience
to make it seem very much alive
and immediate.
Wherever he goes Bream strikes
up great rapport with the
audience by chatting with them
between numbers. He treated the
Albuquerque audience to
historical tidbits about the lute,
the numbers he performed, and
general information about that
era.
The lute he played was the
more common 14-string variety,
though at one time they were
made with as many as 24. The
difficulty of mastering such a
many-stringed instrument, plus its
frustrating characteristic of going
out of tune so easily, led to its
decline in popularity after the
early 1500s, Bream said. One of
the earliest musical instruments
known to man, it was strummed
until the 14th century when
someone discovered they could
get a lot more out of it by
picking.
The lute lacks the range and
dynamics of the guitar, but is an
ideal instrument for counterpoint.
Bream displayed enormous skill in
this a rea, especially with the
closing lute number by John
Dowland ("Fantasia") and one of
the opening ones, Luys de
Narvaez's "Baxa de
Contrapunto."
Bream's rendering of Robert
Johnson's "Aimaines" did
demonstrate his ability to produce
the tonal effects which can add
dimension to. the lute's narrow
dynamic range -- the sound was
remarkably like that of a
harpsichord. "Fantasia," the
other Johnson number, was a

masterpiece of Elizabeth
foreboding.
Elizabethans often performed
their sedate dances to lute music;
Anthony Holborne's "Galliard"
and Dowland's number by the
same name painted that scene
vividly. Bream also pointed out
that Robert Johnson wrote music
for some Shakespeare's plays.
Dance numbers of a different
flavor, "Suite In A Major" by
Robert de Vissee, led off the
guitar portion of the program. It
was enlivened by the "Courante"
section, which had a complexity·
similar to syncopation. The
familiar "Prelude And Gavotte"
by Bach were interpreted with
extreme sensitivity.
Before playing Paganini's
"Romanza- Andantino Variato,"
Bream called him. "possibly the
best violinist ever" and explained
that it is thought he gave it up for
the guitar for three years "because
his mistress didn't care for the
violin." Bream's love and
enthusiasm for Paganini was
immediately obvious as he fairly
threw himself into the number,
and the audience felt and
reflected it. In the first part,
especially, it was remarkable how
much like a violin the guitar
sounded- due, certainly, to
Paganini's composition, but also
in great part to Bream's
ever-amazing technique.
The program was by any
definition romantic up to that
point, and with a 1970
composition by Peter Rancine
Fricker ("Paseo") coming up I
anticipated that the mood would
probably shitt. It didn't. It was
quite a contrast to the preceding
Paganini, but the brief harp·like
passages and an almost continuo
effect made it sound very
classical.
Although Joaquin Rodrigo's
tribute to Manuel de Falla"Invocation Et Danse"- was
rendered beautifully, it's not the
best example of his work. Quite
varied and even dramatic at times,
it still wasn't as exciting as several
of the other Rodrigo compositions
Bream has recorded.
The delightfully awed audience
rose to their feet at the conclusion
and kept applauding until, on his
third trip out for bows, Bream
obliged them with an encore
number. I believe he said it was a
Granados composition- I know
it was one of the most beautiful
or the evening. The applause
following it didn't die out until he
had come back for three more
bows- a tribute rarely accorded
at Popejoy Hall.

Ripoff

"THE FAR FIELD"-Theodore
Roethke (Anchor Books/ $1.9 5 ).
''Dark, dark my light, and
darker my desire."
Theodore Roethke
There is no doubt in my mind
that Ted Roethke is the finest
post-WWII poet. And this last
collection, "The Far Field," can
only increase his stature.
The works contain some of the
most powerful images ever to be
drawn in modern poetry. He
derives much of the life-rendering
force from the natural sphere
around him, yet manages to keep
his own self in the same frame
too.
Roethke is not particularly a
nature poet-turning away from
an urban evolution-yet he writes
about and from the entire
landscape. The obvious, the
child-like sense of wonder is
Photo by Charles Andrews
Chicago played at Tingley there-but it is not only a "getting
Coliseum Sunday night. Despite back to" wonder. It's a new
their "revolutionary" orientation, experience, also carefully
they soaked "the people" recorded.
Theodore Roethke
$4.50·$5.50 each.
( 1908·1963) was raised in
Michigan. A professor of mine
used to say that Roethke like
most good American poets, spent
most of his life in mental
hospitals. Whether that is true or
not is rather unimportant, but for
an excellent biography of the
theirs is understandable: it's a poet, read Allan Seager's last
juvenile reaction to the bad book, "The Glass House." The
reviews their albums consistently glass house of the book refers to
and deservedly get, even in the the greenhouse that Roethke
climbed on as a child.
underground press.
Like a tortured animal Roethke
I can only assume their attitude
of "the press is the enemy" is a said: "I live between the heron
function of their "revolutionary"
and the wren."
outlook: their lyrics reflect it, and
There is also a constrained
their second album states "With absurdity in some of the poems.
this album we dedicate ourselves, But like the best of his work, the
our futures and our energies to technique is tightly controlled and
the people of the revolution ... never so overpowering as to take
And the revolution in all its away from the poem as a whole.
forms."
In an elegy for an aunt, long
Part of the lyrics of their "It dead, he says:
Better End Soon" number say:
''Terror of cops, bill
"Can't stand it no more I The
collectors, betrayers of the
poor,people cheating I Buming each
other I They know it ain't
I see you in some celestial
right... ,
supermarket,
Apparently they don't know it
Moving serenely among leeks
ain't right, or won't admit it.
al!d cabbages,
"Cheating. . . burning.•. " - if
Probing the squash,
they're so damned
Bearing down, with two
"revolutionary" they wouldn't
steady eyes,
have charged those 6000 or so
On the quaking butcher."
people $4.50 and $5.50 to hear
There is so much hidden in
them.
Roethke's verse too. He is often
All power($) to Chicago.
caught by something in the
Charles Andrews "shadow"-the tearing feeling of

darkness. The hiddenness is a
depth in meaning rather than
shallowness; more of mystery
than. obscurity.
''The Far Field" is a final
recognition. More than any of his
"unpublished works in progress"
that have been coming out, these
poems relate a certain
comprehension:

department.
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Chicago's Musicians Just
$-Hungry Revolutionaries
Chicago is a pile of shit, as far
as I'm concerned.
Because: 1) I'm sick of
"revolutionary" rip·offs; 2) I'm
fed up with technically proficient
but boring music and concerts.
To expand on reason 2:
Chicago played some mediocre
music at their Tingley Coliseum
concert Sunday; they also played
some excellent music. There's no
denying they are all first·class
musicians, work fairly tightly as a
unit, explore some musically
complex areas, etc., etc., etc .
But even their best music is
pretty unexciting. It's head music,
by the worst definitionintellectually stimulating to some
degree, emotionally vacuous.
I'm not down on jazz-rock;
Ballin' Jack, who played in front
of·Ji'Ml Hen·dri~ last s\lmmer, is an
outstanding example of how that
kind of music can be done
dynamically.
Chicago simply didn't excite
anyone Sunday who was less than
totally zonked. Their finish
indicated they're aware of it: the
lights stayed off after the group
said "Goodnight, Thank you,
Thank you," and left the stage;
naturally, the standing crowd
yelled for more until Chicago
came back, according to plan, and
did "25 Or 6 To 4." If the crowd
really was excited enough to
scream for an encore, they
would've done it with all the
lights on (rock concert
atmosphere gone) and cops lining
the stage. I've seen it happen here.
For them to stimulate an encore
request by ordering the lights left
off (you know they did, folksthey were always in control of
that concert) was really bush.
But this stream of vitriol was
prompted by their
"revolutionary" attitude which
prevented me from approaching
the stage (made hallow by their
presence upon it) to take photos
for The Lobo. The strong·arms
they had guarding the area said
they had instructions to
"especially keep the press away,
including university press." Grand
Funk has a similar policy, but

"I learn not to fear infinity,
The far field, the windy cliffs
of forever,
The dying of time in the
white light of tomorrow,
The wheel turning away
from itself
The sprawl of the wave,
The on-coming water."
Bill Pike
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THE STUDENT STORE
REDONDO

P.O. IIOX 64
IIEACH, CALIFORNIA
90277
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The world's largest jeweler offers you
a selection of diamond solitaires second to none ...
every one an outstanding value!

KENT STATE

Diamond
Solitaire Set

Diamond
Solitaire

$250

$100

Use one of our convenient payment plans

ZALES®

WHAT HAPPENED-AND WHY
Pulitzer-prize winner,
James Michener, recreates
the tragedy at Kent. In an
eye-opening book condensation he reveals, step by
step, the events that led to
the fatal shootings. It is all
here, including the surpris-

ing reactions from adults
and students across the
country, and Michener's
advice about handling the
division between American
lifestyles. One of 3 8 artie! es
and features in the April

JEWELERS

DlustraUons enlarged

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Win rock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily

READER'S DIGEST

Stationery, 50¢ up!
LP Records from $1.98!
Foreign Books 90¢ lb.
Sheaffer Softstroke Felt-Tip
Pens, 2/49¢

Children s T-Shirts
starfina.., at $1.50
1

.
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UNM Bookstore
Downstairs.
New Mexico Union
277-2R26
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15 Lobos ToN ational Swim Meets
Groups Protest State Highway

7 Men, 8 Women From Both Squads Attend
Eight members of the UNM
swimming team will be entered in
the NCAA Swimming
Championships starting Thmsday
on the campus of Iowa State
University in Ames.
UNM coach John Mechem's
entry list will include four
individual WAC champions that
set conferences records in the
WAC finals. New Mexico is also
the WAC champion in the 400
medley relay and 400 freestyle
relay.
Heading the entry list is All
American Steve Craven, who

holds six individual New Mexico
school records. Craven won both
the 100 and 200 butterfly in the
WAC championships including a
WAC recOl'd time of 51.3 7 in the
100. He took the 200 butterfly
with a clocking of 1:55.52 and
will be entered as part of three
relay teams.
Rick Klatt, who finished 16th
in the NCAA last year, also was
double winner in the WAC
including a record setting 47:23 in
the 100 freestyle. Klatt is entered
in both the 100 and 200 freestyle
events. Other conference record
holders that will be entered this
week include Gene Sudol in the
100 breaststroke with a record
time of 1:00.90 and junior Jack
Faunce in both the 100 and 200
breaststroke. Faunce set a WAC
mark in the 200 with a 2:13.72
and was second at 100 yards with
a 1:01.02.
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H(gh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
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SIMMS BUilDING
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Women's Intercollegiate National
Double Winner
Swimming Championships
Thursday through Saturday at
Arizona State University.
Qualifying for the national
meet were team captain Rosemary
York of Albuquerque, Cris
Calhoun of the city, Texan Elaine
Gronberg, Illinois natives Valerie
Fisher and Eadie Wetzel, Jan
Mosher of Los Alamos, and Jan
The UNM Wrestling Squad will
Walsh of Farmington.
send only one representative to
The UNM swimming team will
the NCAA Wrestling Tournament
be competing against 357 other
Finals in Auburn Alabama this
women representing 58 colleges
weekend. Three wrestlers were
and universities from 28 states.
originally supposed to attend.
The other two wrestlers, Fred
Paynter
and Alan Petersen, were
Mercury moves with great
removed
from the squad by coach
speed on its journey about the
Ron
Jacobson
for alleged training
Sun, averaging about 30 miles a
second to complete its circuit of infractions. Paynter and Petersen
were unavailable for comment.
the Sun in 88 of our days.
The only member of the Lobo

Rick Klatt, double winner in
WAC competition with wins in
the 100 and 200 yard freestyle
events along with seven other
team members, including Steve
Craven, UNM's All-American, will
compete in NCAA finals this
weekend in Ames, Iowa.

One Wrestler To NCAA Finals
squad who will attend is Dave Van
Meveren. Van Meveren and
Jacobson have already left for
Au bum.
In the NCAA Regionals held
March 12-13 in Ogden, Utah,
Petersen and Paynter placed
second and fourth respectively. At
the same event Van Mevener took
first place in the 177-pound class
division when he pinned Richard
Black of Weber State in 1:58 of
the first period.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) Per time run. If nd is to
run five or more consecutive dnys with
no changes the rnt<! is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number oC
words to 10.

PERSONALS

MOTORCYCLIST MET AT Three Dog
Night. Itos needs you. Dorothy, 3/29
HOT COFI•'EI~ AND WARM TALK; Agom
--24 hours n day. 277-3013. 3/29
JOHN JOHN-realize basketball not wdlplcnse J<'t's try ncnin. 3/26
NOTICE: ALL CI,ASS!FlED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following dny,

2)

I.OST & FOUND

PLP;Asg Rl';TURN MY ENGAGl-:MENT
rin,:r. U~d onnl jn ornate ring. Lost in
Union Indies room. Call 2tili-G5Hl, Gcmcrour;. reward. No QUC'Stiona. 3/30
-L-0.,-ST-:-o"'"x"IDATED--GO'"'L_D,.....:-::-W:-E::-D-:D::-I""N::--G
band, nC'nr Redondo Drive. Reward. 2662206, 3/25
3)

SERVICES

DON'T PUT IT OFF l De an experienced
swirnm('or this surnmt'r. Private lessons
in larv.e, hcnt<>d indoor pooL Q.unlifi~l in-

U.S. State Department
recruiters will be in Albuquerque
from March 22-26 to interview
applicants for secretarial positions
in Washington, D.C. and at
embassies abroad.
For more information contact
Terry Ferrara at 842-3130 or stop
by for an interview at the New
Mexico State Employment Service
at 505 Marquette N.W. No
appointment is necessary.

History Grad Students
A meeting for history
department graduate students will
be held March25 at 7 p.m. in the
history conference room, 1139
Mesa Vista.
The agenda includes discussion
of problems of history grad
students and GA and TA
selection.

Women's Liberation
Women's Liberation will start
weekly orientation meetings to
meet every Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
in Mesa Vista, room 1059. Weekly
discussion groups will be formed,

ADVERTISING
WHERE; Journalism Building, Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be mnde in full prior to insertion or ndvcrtis~mcnt

1)

Foreign Service Recruiters

E. Paul Papadopoulos, associate
professor of chemistry at UNM,
will present a talk at the
chemistry department March 26
at 8 p.m. in the chemistry
building room 101.
Papadopoulos' talk on some
recent advance in the chemistry of
isocyanates is free and open to all
interested persons.

Jewish Mysticism
Hassidic Rabbi Zalman
Schachter will talk on Jewish
mysticism and the Sabbath at a
dinner - service on March 26 at 6
p.m. at the Union Desert Room.
Schachter is the head of the
judaic studies department at the
University of Manitoba and a
leading authority of the Hassidic
movement in North America.
Jewish Student Union is
accepting student and faculty
reservations for the dinner until
March 24. All people who wish to
attend the dinner without
reservation will pay $2 at the
door.

t

f Bumper stickers for the Spring
f Brought to you by the J
fNew Mexico Undevelop- f
fment Commission Bumper f

Chemistry Talk

Chief of staff of flight controls
integration for the Boeing
Company, Richard L. Schoenman,
will give a talk entitled "The SST
from the Boeing Point of View",
Mat·ch 25 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Kiva. Schoenman will present
both technical and environmental
aspects of the SST issue.

TEJANO NO!
UNDEVELOP!
6
Girls Go Too
SAVE THE SANDIAS!
'
Seven UNM coeds will
SAVE THE VOLCANOES
represent the school in the

f ~·(Y"~· J·· t
~~~})~ f

TVith this coupon

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Boeing Speaker

Completing the entry list will
be George Anderson in the 100
backstroke (55.32) and 200
backstroke ( 2: 00.52); Randy
Fuller in the 100 backstroke
(55. 41 ) and 2 0 0 backstroke
(2:01.94) and Mark Combs in the
200 IM (2:00.28) and 400 IM
(4: 2 7. 52 ). Kevin Neilson will be
entered in both the 500 and 1650
freestyle with times of 4:58 and
17:12.13.
Mechem will have Craven,
Klatt, Sudol and Anderson
entered in the 400 medley relay.
The Lobos set a WAC record in
the event with a 3:35.64. New
Mexico will also enter teams in
the 400 and 800 freestyle relays.
The 400 freestyle relay team will
be craven, Klatt, Faunce and
Combs with Neilson, Craven,
Klatt and Faunce in the 800
freestyle.
The Lobos will take a team to
the NCAA finals which started off
the season with a perfect 9-0
season record before losing to
Colorado State University prior to
the WAC swim meet.

6)

A summer camp placement day
on March 26, from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Union ballroom will
offer students a chance to
interview for jobs at camps.
Placement day is sponsored by
ASUNM, the placement office and
the department of health, physical
education and recreation.

Guitar Club
The UNM Classical Guitar Club
will have its first meeting March
25 in room 111 of the fine arts
building at 7:30 p.m.
Construction of the classical
guitar, and setting dates for future
meetings will be discussed. For
further information call Lynn
Jennings at 242-9279.

ACTORS NEEDED. Pay. Audition 7:00
P.M. tonight. !lob's East Central. 26G437u. 3/2u

MISCELLANEOUS
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Thursday, Mazch 25
Power Cells; Union, room 230t

108 WATT GUITAR AMP (240 Penk.)
--~condition $180, 256-3125. 3/31
ABC TV Sf;LLS remndltioned TV's from
$26. TV repair. 242-1124, 414 4th N.W.
3/30

GET WITH IT! Sltnre your talent with
others. Submit your fiction, poa-try~ artwork, and photography to the Thunderbird. Deadline-April 1, Room 205,
Journalism IJuilding. 3/30

7:30p.m.
Bahai; Union, room 250"Di 8 p.m.
GSA: Union, room 250-B: 8 p.m.
Sociology Club; Union, room 250·A;
8 p.m.
Student Veterans: Union, room
250-E: 8 p.m.
Circle K; Union, nartl'! Ballroom
lounge: 9:15p.m.

!nn.puRse Wafer Beds
Introductory Sale!
I¢ buddy sale, buy one at reg. price get one for 1¢

$49.99

CONSOLE TV $7G. Also 1969 Austin 5150.
Both items in good condition. See .nt 409
Altez N.E. 3/30
SUZUKI 50 cc. 1970. 2400 mi. Still under
warranty. Sl70. BSA, Victor 441, 1968.
5600. Call 265-1871 after 4. 3/29
BRAND NEW 8 TRACK STEREO TAPES.
Over 100 top sd<"ctiona, 53.00 each. Also
C'Urrent 33s nt discount P:'iccs. After 6
pm. 296-2G25 or 344-4839. 2/29
1969 HONDA CL350, 6000 mil.,., excellent
condition. 877-6G12 after 5:00, 3/29
A'""iTENT ION PHOTO G:=R:-:A-::P::cH::E::RS:-:::-;-1--:-N:-o
rnorf' hassle'S chnnginrr pnper contrast. get
:t n<'w ~xiO aU-meta] "paper safe", 3
shelves, lb•ht proof. Cost $32, now $20,
Gall 247-2545. 3/30
1066 CHRYSLER NEWPOR'l', very good
condition. I>x-student $1250. 209-2671,
a120
1968 CHJ.JVELLE 3!.16, ~Xccllent condition.
Disc brakes, four spc(>d, nir. $1800. 255 ..
1716. 3/26

Nl'iW GIBSON LES PAUL custom nnd

__:II_"•· $GOO. 261!:4383. 3/29

Tl~XTIJOOKS-MnU1, nume.ric'nl analysis,
thcrmodynamirs, computing science, and
physics. Cntl 299-4350. 3/2G
2\~x2\.\ MINOT,TA AUTOCORD, leather
('ftSC; lens shnde. Dolnrhdng fl1tt!l". $120.
268·18G2.

5 )'1'. facto?")' gua1'antee
All Sizes

Be Mindlin's guest at "Love Story" now showlno at the Hiland
2 FREE TICKETS with the purchase of a Diamond Bridal set.

rhcotrc.
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B NBW ZIG-ZAG

--SEWING MACHINES
~-

with fttll fnotory gunrnntee. Nationally
ndvcrtized brnnd to be sold for $20 eneh.
Monthly pnyment. nvnllnble. Unlted
li"tC\fght SnJrn, 3920 San Mateo, open 9
to 9, 2/4

Thursday, March 25,1971

NEW

403 Copper N.W.
(Copper at Fourth)

LOW
PRICES

LOW
PRICES

LOW
PRICES

Akira Kurosawa's

Seven Samurai
the original Magnificent Seven
A stunning action film
using the traditional
and moral limitations of
an ancient era to make
some strong and pertinent
statements upon the
condition of contemporary
society.

WATER BED CORP. OF AMERICA
across from new Baca's rest.
3312 Central SE
10·6 daily
open till 9:00 Fri.
255-2·131

Fri. and Sat. at 7 & 8 PM

in the SUB Theater
ASUNM Film Committee
One Dollar plus ID

true or false?
(1) this
stripe IS
red.

(2) this
stripe is
white.

TWO BEDROOM SPARTAN mobile lwmc,
R'x46', completely furnished, young. 34.4 ..

30 PORTABLE TV's. $30 to $60, 441
Wyoming N.I~. 255·G987. 4/2

~~~~·~~~~~~~~

NEW

"THE MOST BRILLIANT
AND ORIGINAL
ATTEMPT
EVER MADE TO PUT
SHAKESPEARE
IN PICTURES."_ Time

(3) this
stripe is
green.

~.3/2G

1DG5 VW CONVERTIBLE. Clean, new
top, radint.s, 247-lSOG ot• 277-2814. 3/25
1971 HAMBURGERS. Whore? FRONTIER
!tESTA URANT across from Popejoy
Hnll. The lntost in broiled food, Call 2660G50 for orders to sm. 7:30 to 1:30. 5/5
NI!1W STI~REO CASSgTTE RgCORDERPJ,A YER with AM-FM multh>lex rndio,
separate turutulJlc nncJ spenh:cra. $159,illi
or low monthly pnyn,nnt..q, Unit~d Fr~ight
Snles, 3920 Snn Mntco, open 9 to 0,
/10
:-:--:::=-:c::-::-:7
Nl'iW COMl'ONNN'r SETS romplcte with
lnr~c l)rofessionni sct·ic.s Gnrrnrct t!lmnJt(!1-s. AM-F~M multiplex slct'eo·rndio and
four spe~1kcr sl!st<'tn with jnrlts for hC'ndsct, tnpedeok llnd milce. $110.05 or low
monthly pnymcmts. United Frejgoht Snla;,
~20 San Mnteo, open 0 to 9, 3/10
BLACK CORD BELLUOTTOMS. Available only nt Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Centrnl S.E. 3/22

Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
. 247-0836

Telescope Open House: Observatory;

WE'RI~ DOING A STORY on bicycle ripoffs. Js yout·•s gone? Contact Pat or Sue
at tlte Lobo, 277-4202, 3/30

'·18 INTERNATIONAL half-ton, ~ speed
pickup lruclc, Runs good. 242-112·1, 414
4th N.W. 3/30

CAMPUS lAUNDRY
and CLEANING

Glad Rags Discount Fabrics

United Ministries Center; Union,
room 231-A: noon
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics;
Union, room 253; 4 p.m.
Film Committee "2001"; Union,
Theater; 5:30p.m.
Christian Science Organization;
Union, room 230: 7 p.m.
Wagonwheel Squaze Dancing Club;
Johnson Gym, room 184; 7 p.m.

FORSALE

•70 VW SEDAN, sunroof, yeJJow, under
10.000 miles, exceJlent condition. Best
offer above $1600, liDS Amherst N.E.
3/26

Construction of the road is
scheduled to begin in September.

noon

Call H42-U2la or 344·3664 for detn!ls. 3/30

51

State hearings on the road
construction are being held March
26 at 1 p.m. at the J, Paul Henry
School in Las Vegas, N.M., and
March 27 at 1:15 p.m. at the state
Land Office Building in Santa Fe,
"The public is urged to attend the
hearings," Lamb said.
Lamb can be contacted for
further information at 542
Juniper Dr., Santa Fe,

Quality Fabrics at Discount Prices

EMPWYMENT

struC"tor~ R<'n.••«mnb1e fL>eS, AU ngcs eligiblE".

NEW

signed until March 26 at tables on
the Mall.

;IIIII/IIIIIIJIIIIIIIII/I/IIIIIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIII/1111111111111111111/IIII/I/JIJIJIJIIIIIIIIIII/1111111111111111/I

KUNM NEEDS NEW PEOPLE. If you're
interested in nny- aspect of news coverage,
rome to nn introductory mceiin~ Saturday, March 27, 1 :00 P.M. at KUNM. 3/26
JOBS ON SHIPS l Benefits include draft
CXC'eption, excellent pay, worldwide
travel. 2-5 months annual vacation, plus
free food, lodging nnd medical. Perfect
summ~r job or career. Send $1.00 for details. SEA FAX, Box ll73-M, Douglas,
Arizona. 86607. 4-2

7)

Summer Camp Placement

Petitions against a pmposed
state highway that would cut over
Elk Mountain in the Pecos
Wilderness area of San Miguel
County are being circulated on
the University campus this week.
The proposed two-lane,
black-topped road would run
from E1 Porvenir to Ten·ero,
Conservationist groups such as
the Sierra Club and the Wilderness
Society are protesting the
highway, said Joe Lamb, one of
the petition organizers,
"At this time, the only
available means of entering the
wilderness areas is on jeep trails,"
Lamb said.
"The Forest Serice and other
federal and state agencies intend
to promote commercial lumbering
and skiing in the area," Lamb
jldded.
Petitions against the
construction of the road may be

ANSWERS:
If you answered (1) and (3) false, you're too intelIegent to be reading this ad, so forget it. If you answered all three false, there's no hope·-you're really not
reading this. However-if you answered all three true,
you not only possess a great imagination, but you will
also be attacked by a case of the Blind Screaming Munrhies in approximately 30 seconds.

"A STIRRING,
POWERFUL FILM.
KUROSAWA HAS
EMPLOYED SOUND
AS EFFECTIVELY
AS SIGHT. "-Newsweek

Therefore, nm, don't walh, to:

the Red, 'White, and Green

AKtRA KUROSAWA'S

Stripped Shop across from
Yale Park at I 11 Harvard
iosHiRD ~lfUHE • ISUZU

with the best in Italian sandwiches

YIM!DHAKISHI.SHIMURI

lloho P!clure Relmed br BrandO! ftlms

.iii

Sun. at 6, 8, & I0 PM
['

IJmliOO!illl

hi
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editorial
Administration
Reneges
On Promise

"promised ... to fund minority
programs as more money became
available and as. the three studies
centers developed programs," said
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Chester Travelstead. Yet no attempt
has been made to request funding
from the legislature for the studies
centers. " ... As more money became
available" seems to be the
administration's way of saying
"when we feel like it."
If the administration was to find it

Opinion

in its heart to give some money to
the studies centers, it would now
have to come out of the general
fund-money which is to be spent
elsewhere at the administration's
own admittance. Obviously, if the
administration was willing to live up
to its promise, some attempt to find
the money already would have been
made.
And as far as the statement that
programs must be developed before
funding occurs, the centers have

started programs. All three centers
have expanded their programs-on an
inadequate shoestring-from the
original study programs. Only with a
guaranteed money flow, which it is
the administration's duty to provide,
can the centers continue to expand.
The administration's refusal to
fund the minority centers is
ridiculous; there is no reason why
the administration should have
waited so long to fulfill its promise.
Sarah Laidlaw

Senate last night allocated an
additional $960 to the black studies
program. While Senate rightfully
By G.L. SCHLEICHER
allocated the money, the
Interviewer: But to get back to alumni choochoo train to transport
Interviewer:
Prof. Lilac, what
responsibility for funding the
the parking problem. If the campus students, but there weren't enough
minority studies programs lies with steps do you think the University was
closed to all vehicles, how would little cars.
will take in settling the parking
the administration.
the Physical Plant personnel and
Interviewer: What about the idea
The Senate must continue its problem on the UNM campus?
Prof. Lilac: Actually, we have University employes get about?
·of erecting a monorail between the
support of the programs until such
several
alternatives
outlined.
Let
me
Prof.
Lilac:
Actually,
we·
twocampuses?
time as the administration lives up to
list
them
for
you
in
chronological
its responsibilities.
considered issuing large tricycles to
Prof. Lilac: I think we can safely
order.
To
begin
with
we
have
When the minority studies centers
them. As you know, we tried the disregard that idea. Why heavens, the
were first set up, the administration seriously considered banning all idea out on the campus police force thing would practically run right
motorized vehicles from campus with quite successful results. The above the nasty drinking place on
property. That way more students men seem quite happy with them. Central Ave. Can you imagine the
could fly kites, or play with frisbees You know, I saw a program on TV influence it would have on some of
or grow parks.
the other day about a retirement our younger, more inexperienced
Interviewer: I can certainly see village in Florida where everyone students? Oh no, that idea is
how that would solve the parking rides tricycles. I'd like to go there definitely out of the question.
problem on campus, but where some day.
would the students park?
Interviewer: I can certainly
Interviewer: You mentioned there sympathize with your point of view.
Prof. Lilac: Unfortunately, that is
one of the minor details we haven't were several alternatives in mind. I'm afraid that's about all the time
worked out yet. Hopefully, they What about the proposed plans for we have for now, Prof. Lilac. I'd like
would all move into the dorms. That using the open lots on the south to thank you for coming down here
and speaking with us.
way, we'd also be solving another of campus for student parking?
our problems. Certain factions have
Prof. Lilac: To be perfectly
Prof. Lilac: It's been my pleasure.
suggested our building program for candid, we haven't been able to I just hope my chauffeur found a
dorms was not clearly thought out. decide on a means of transporting parking place. You know, you
Absurd.
students from there to the primary people. really ought to do something
campus. We considered using the about all those cars out there.

Recycled Paper
To the Editor:
The following was addressed to
Vice President John Perovich:
You are probably aware that the
United States is becoming
increasingly polluted from a variety
of sources. One of the major
pollutants is the effluents from paper
mills.
They also destroy a vanishing
resource (trees). There is something
that UNM faculty, students, etc. can
do to help save trees and decrease
paper mill effluents by using
recycled paper. It has a creamy or
grey tint that isn't all that bad. So if
we all (particularly the UNM
purchasing department) bought only
recycled paper, the paper products
stores would be forced to stock it.
Charles .L. Hyder

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer t·han 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
teJephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

Bema

By JAMES FINDLEY
Criticism of the services
performed by universities for
students is widespread and justified,
and has led to programs designed to
evaluate and improve college
teaching.
A frequent complaint is that the
professor is so preoccupied with his
research, writing and the like that he
is seldom available to students.
Critics may fail to take cognizance of
the fact that many, perhaps most,
college professors are not teachers,
but instead members of various
professions who have chosen to
devote a part of their time to sharing

Education Dean Refuses to State Reasons

Tricycles Easy to Park

letters

Lobo
Letter
Policy

Seidler Dismissed as Chairman

the techniques, skills and insights of
engineers, educators, physicians,
these professions with others.
At earlier stages in the educative geologists and so on. The point is
process the skills, facts and that a person who is not a chemist
understandings involved are the cannot very well share his knowledge
common property of educated of chemistry with a student.
Thus the university hires chemists,
people. Thus any educated person
potters,
painters, writers,
could if necessary teach reading,
mathematicians
and microbiologists
mathematics or basic science, but
would be made more effective as a to impart the secrets of their
teacher by training in techniques for professions. But these people must
transmitting these skills and facts. also practice their professions. Thus
Professional teachers have had such for part of his time the chemist is
training, and are most likely to be studying in his laboratory, the
found teaching at primary and painter is painting and the writer is
secondary levels. Such individuals, writing. Each one is doing these
hopefully, receive much of their things because they turn him on,
satisfaction from working with and which led him to be achemist or
helping growing, learning human what have you in the first place.
Most such people have had little or
beings.
The university is a place for no formal training in teaching as
garmng insights into human nature, such because they didn't set out to
and an overview of the human be teachers.
In considering methods for
condition that elevates, liberates and
improving
teaching it may very well
humanizes. Providing this
in
order
to urge professional
be
opportunity is the job of a
community of social scientists, artists, writers and scientists to
artists, writers, life scientists and the devote some time to a study of
like. Additionally, the university is a teaching methods. It certainly is not
place where the knowledge needed in order to rail at them for practicing
to enter specialized professions is their various professions.
acquired, and this opportunity is Contrariwise it should be cause for
provided by additional professionals, serious concern if they m·e found not
to be doing so.

Armond

Seidler has been

dismis,s~~as deJ?artment c~airman
of Health;'P-h;v~ Education and

Recreation as of Ji'l'ne 6.

;e:,'i•;/')7,,; .i .Offi cia! confirmation of
'' 'I/ ' S e!i\q.e.yls

Seidler said yesterday he
recognizes Lawrence's right to
dismiss him but says the reasons
for his dismissal should be made
public.

did not level any charges and he
did not need to."
Seidler noted that prior to the
time Lawrence dismissed him, the
dean had "never suggested,
verbally or written, any criticism
of my performance".
Seidler said he was
"disenchanted" with the
University and called the policy of
a department chairman serving at
the pleasure of a dean "unjust."
"The idea any person serves
another individual at his pleasure
is a ridiculous policy. It fails to
make the dean accountable for his
actions."

termination came
"When Lawrence requested my
yesndday from Dean of
:\ Ecl;tm!I;tion Richard E: Lawrence resignation, he levellld three
.,
wl\.o' dismissed Seidler as charges against me," said Seidler.
~~,.11 !1Jlii'l"t;}".
department chairman in January.
"I denied these charges and
'
uU/G!/uil;;/fHJ 1 ;Lflwrence refused to give requested Vice President
" 'J' reaso'ris: ·for the action. He told the
Travelstead to hold a public
Lobo, ''''the reasons for the hearing at which Lawrence would
termination are between Seidler have to present evidence to
and myself. I don't intend to support these charges or withdraw
publicly announce the reasons." them.
Seidler, who served as
"Lawrence maintains he really
department chairman for 14
years, will keep his job as
professor of physical education.
Lawrence cited University
policy which states a chairman
serves at the pleasure of a dean
and said that he made "the final
decision" after consultation with
Seidler's department.
Seidler was evaluated as
A Chicago-based consultant Kelley, director of the general
chairman in a report submitted firm
has been called in by UNM
about Jan. 15. The results of the administrators to examine and library. "They are going to look
evaulation are known only to evaluate Zimmerman library over library problem.s in general to
Armond Seidler
see what needs to be done. They
Chester Travelstead, vice president procedures.
will also formulate guidelines and
of academic affairs. The
The firm of Booz, Allen and make suggestions after completing
evaluation was made as part of
new University policy which Hamilton was chosen to do a their study."
The results of the firm's
periodically reviews study of Zimmerman library
problems after ASUNM, GSA and evaluation of Zimmerman library
chairmanships.
The College of Education library officials had discussed will be submitted to the
provides for evaluations after student criticisms that administration for further action.
"The study will not get
four·year
terms although it does Zimmerman library didn't have
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI)- The
The award is given annually by not specify how long a chairman enough books, was unorganized, underway immediately. It
Boeing Co. said Thursday private the National Aeronautic
and offered the students poor may start as late as this summer,"
citizens were sending checks and Association for achievement in may serve.
service.
said Kelley. "I urge concerned
Travelstead defended
pledges of up to $1000 to try to improving "performance,
students
to attend the Library
Lawrence's
decision.
On March 30, the Library
save the supersonic transport, but efficiency and safety of air or
Committee
meeting to let us
Citing
the
"Appointment
and
Committee
has
invited
students
to
the money would be returned.
space vehicles."
know
areas
of
student concern so
Continuation
in
Office
of
attend
a
meeting
and
give
"There is no way we can
. Boeing officials said they felt
suggestions on library that we may in turn tell the
finance it this way," a Boeing an SST "is inevitable, whether Department Chairmen" section of
improvement to be relayed to the consultants of problems needing
spokesman said, "it's a lost produced by America or by other the Faculty Handbook,
attention."
consultant firm.
cause.;,
Travelstead
said
it
was
"the
right
countries."
The open meeting will be in the
and responsibility of a dean to
The contributions started
The consultant's "look" at
But they repeated earlier
coming in only a few hours after statements that prototype name or change department Zimmerman will cost the Geology building, room 122 at
noon.
the Senate Wednesday voted to development is possible only chairmen after consultation".
administration $30,000, which
The consultants chosen for the
"If
deans
cannot
make
cut off all further funds.
will come from the University
through government assistance.
decisions within their jurisdiction general fund. The study will job of evaluating UNM library
Work went ahead on the SST
"From the early 1960s, we
mockup briefly in Boeing's Seattle have consistently stated that the without being subject to include investigations of library systems were "picked because
plant while the official notice of SST program could be confirmation or veto on each organization, staffing, reader they are doing surveys of
termination from the Department accomplished only through specific decision, then services, technical services and Columbia University and the
Association of Research
of Transportation (DOT) was government participation," a administrative responsibility automation.
Libraries," added Kelley. ''They
awaited. The notice arrived late company spokesman said. "Quite becomes a mockery," said
"A company representative will have experience doing the kind of
Travelstead.
Thursday, the spokesman said.
come to UNM in April to get the study planned for Zimmerman
possibly, in the production phase,
Noting that Lawrence has survey lined up," said David 0.
He said the private this could take the form of
library," he said.
refused
to make public the
contributions and offers of help government guaranteed loans or
ranged up to $1000. A stock other such action, instead of reasons he dismissed Seidler,
~~?:_:.::zy~~-~·-:;~--Travelstead said, "there could be a
....."-<"-.,.....__
broker and an engineer in Cape direct appropriations."
good reason why a person might
Kennedy, home of the space
The spokesman said the layoff not feel it is wise or fair to make
program, sent $100 each.
of an anticipated 7000 Boeing public confidential statements and
"We are two Americans who workers had not started yet.
not to embarrass people".
believe that the SST should be
Company officials said the
Lawrence himself was assessed
built and that there must be layoff procedure would be a
in
a study which took place -:" .....
2,999,998 more Americans of like
complicated one.
between Feb. 9 - March 3, two
faith," said J. W. Morelli and
"One of the keys here is that weeks after his dismissal of
~. . ··~
Robert D. Prentice.
the SST organization has been a Seidler.
Boeing, which plans to lay off
top-notch one," Carr said. "So
9 5 faculty members in the
7000 employes because of the
when layoffs do come, not ali College of Education, including
congressional refusal to continue those on the SST program will be
SST development, ironically was those laid off. Many will be 2 6 in the Physical Education
namC!d Thursday as winner of thC! transferred tp other programs and department, plus some students,
1971 Robert J. Collier Trophy people who had nothing to do were considered in the Lawrence
Thursday for its 747, the world's with the SST will be the ones laid evaluation, said Travelstead.
biggest jetliner.
The faculty Voted about 3·1 to
off."
continue Lawrence as dean.

Consultants to Study
Zimmerman Problems

'Save SST' Contributions
Will be Returned: Boeing

.

'.

Senate's Concern for Urban Problems Kills Giant

Boeing Executive Defends SST
By JUDY GONZALES
A Boeing executive last night
characterized his talk on the SST
"from the Boein.g point .of view"
as a move "a day late and a dollar
short."
Richard Schoenman, chief of
staff for flight controls
integration, explained the
economic factors and the
construction of the SST to some
50 people in the Kiva last night in
a talk sponsored by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME). He has worked on the
ptoject five years.
Schoenman attributed the
Senate's refusal af continued
support of SST to more
govetnment concern for urban
problems as opposed to
"technological challenges" in its
allocation of ftmds.
Schoenman poi11ted out
competition was a "significant
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factor" in initiating the
construction of an aircraft which
would cut flying time in half as
compared with such aircrafts as
the Boeing 7 4 7. The 7 4 7 travels at
the speed of 600 miles an hour.

Because science knows little of
the characteristics of the
stratosphere it is difficult to
project exactly what will take.
place until the craft was built and
tested, he said.
France is wot·king on an
Air pollution and noise
aircraft, the Concorde, which pollution would not necessarily be
would essentially appeal to the aggravated due to the SST's
airlines and Britain is also velocity of Mach·3 (three times
constt·ucting a supersonic aircraft, the speed of sound), he said.
he said,
Schoenman contrasted pollutim1
Schoenman cited various emitted by vehicles, industries and
studies made by Boeh1g checking homes on the ground to that of
possible e11vironmental problems airports. Ground sources produce
which might result due to the 99 percent as compared to one
altitude at which the SST would percet1t of the pollution produced
fly, The plane was designed to fly around airports.
Schoenman said the sonic
at an altitude of about 65,000
boom
problem had been taken
feet in the area of the
into
consideration
by Boeing. The
stratosphere. Emissions from the
SST would fly at subsonic speed
SST might be a problem due to over populated areas thus air
''ttnpt·edictable changes ,, 1n an· pollution would not neccssat·ily be
mass in the stratosphere.
a problem.

. .

Tree Gathering

Interested people are asked to
help gather trees at Lano
Quemado this weekend for
People's Park. The trip wiii begin
at 4 p.m. today. For more
information call Linda Tuoni at
266·2901.

